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Why wind with a Nostepinne? 

The art of ball winding is an essential part of fiber art whether you knit, crochet or weave you will 
find a use for some kind of a ball winder. Many premium yarns come in hank form, not pre-
wound at the factory. The nostepinne is the original non-mechanical ball winder that makes 
winding those hanks of gorgeous hand-dyed and premium yarns you will find in our store a 
breeze. You may be wondering why they don’t just wind them up in the factory?  Well, it’s simply 
because once any yarn is wound it has a tendency to stretch and change the yarn, artists prefer 
to wind their hanks when they are ready to use them, so as to minimize any stretching that 
could alter the finished product. Winding your yarn with a nostepinne will keep your merino 
yarns from frizzing out as with mechanical winders. While people still use mechanical ball 
winders, they aren’t needed for small batches of ball winding, nor are they portable, and by 
using the nostepinne you will reduce the stretching of your beautiful yarn and improve the look 
of your finished product. Since the nostepinne is virtually unbreakable, and completely portable 
it makes the perfect hand tool for your knitting or crochet traveling stash.

Techniques and tips:
 
The core foundation: As with any ball you want a solid core 
foundation, so to begin you must create a solid core, this creates the 
center pull.  

1. To start tie a slip knot or use a rubber band if you prefer on the loose 
end and place in the groove of your nostepinne. Then begin holding 
your nostepinne in whichever hand you feel most comfortable and turn 
your nostepinne clockwise and with the other hand wrapping the yarn 
in a side by side wrap about 2” wide.  

2. Then create a crisscross wrapping to create the core.  A good core 
is essential, so make this about 1-1/2” - 3” inches long depending on 
how much yarn you will be wrapping. Larger hanks will need larger a 
core. Keep this core at about a medium tension, a poorly wrapped 
cord will have your ball or cake falling apart. Keep wrapping the core 
until there is a decent thickness (about 1/4”). 

3. Then switch to wrapping with one hand while turning with the 
opposite hand a 1/4 turn for every 3 wraps. (See details below)
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Making your cake or ball: With your left hand (or right if you are a 
lefty) place your index finger at the top, your thumb at the bottom to 
keep the yarn within your core, and begin wrapping from bottom to 
top at a diagonal angle to begin creating your crisscross pattern. 
Wrap 3 side by side wraps, then with 1/4 turn of your nostepinne 

continue.  You will see your cake (or ball) begin to form in no time at all.  In the beginning your 
balls might look like cones, but with practice you will be able to make them flat like cakes for 
easy stacking if you prefer. Just have fun and enjoy the art of ball winding with your beautiful 
hand-turned nostepinne’s from Pioneer Heritage Shoppe!
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